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AP5210TBB Sealey Topchest 10 Drawer with
Ball Bearing Runners - Black

Part No: AP5210TBB
Price: £399.95 (exc VAT) Save £400.00
(RRP £799.95) | £479.94 (inc VAT)

Specifications
AP5210TBB Sealey Topchest 10 Drawer with Ball Bearing Runners - Black

**Shop Collection or only available for delivery to the following local Postcodes HR, WR, SY
& LD.**

 

Please note that this is a service exchange item - some items may not have the original
packing and may be shop soiled and / or have some cosmetic damage including dents or
scratches.

 

If you are interested in this product and are outside of our local Van delivery area, please
enquire with our Sales Staff on 01568 616266 or by email at
sales@carpentergoodwin.co.uk for Courier delivery rates if you have a UK Mainland
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delivery address only, for this product.

 

Please note that this is a service exchange item - some items may not have the original
packing and may be shop soiled and / or have some cosmetic damage including dents or
scratches.

Features:

Extra-wide Topchest designed to take our modular tool trays.
Topchest lid fitted with gas dampers for smooth opening and closing.
For stand alone use or in combination with Model No. AP5213TB Rollcab.
All heavy gauged steel construction and manufactured with steel inner walls for extra strength
and durability.
Heavy-duty 45mm ball bearing drawer runners provide superior performance and carry heavier
loads.
Full height rear locking mechanism, locks full-length drawers in multiple locations.
Added security provided by cylinder locks. Supplied with two keys.
Rust and solvent resistant powder coat paint finish.
Each drawer features stylish aluminium drawer pulls and non-slip liners.

 

Specification (W x D x H):  
Overall Size: 1264 x 435 x 492mm
Medium Drawer (x10): 533 x 398 x 60mm


